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TO MY READERS.

IT
is not my purpose to write a history of

Dancing. Many pens more fluent than mine

have at various times undertaken this task.

Neither am I giving in this book the descriptions

of various dances, character, national, etc. I am
dealing solely and only with the classical art of

Operatic Dancing, and my desire is to supply a

long-felt want : a dictionary of technique, in the

English language.

Most works upon Dancing have been written in

French, German and Italian, and when these books

have come into the hands of English teachers and

students, each individual has translated or inter-

preted a particular work, according to " his or her

own knowledge of the given language and o! the art

of Daneing," with the' result that more often than

not a word is translated literally, .conveying in

English a totally different meaning to the one in-

tended by the writer.

In this book I have compiled the various exercises,

movements and steps, giving in the details of

technique, the salient points, the qualities to seek,

and the dangers to avoid in their execution.

I am not endeavouring to teach the art of

Dancing herein. Neither do I intend to, one

reason is that it would take volumes and volumes



of theory, which in the end would fail in practice ;

and another reason is that this book is not a tutor,

but a help.

Dancing cannot be systematized ; this has often

been attempted, but always failed. Certain steps

exist which are performed forwards and not

backwards ; others are done behind that are not

done in front. There is no more rule for the

irregularities in the art of Dancing than there is

for those in the English language.

" It is one of the peculiarities of the language
"

is the reply one gets to many questions upon

English spelling or pronunciation.

So it is in Dancing. The answer to many
questions has to be :

" There is no reason ; it is

simply correct or not correct to do so."

Then arises the query : "Who is to say what

is correct and what is not ? ".

This, readers, you must decide.

I have received my tuition from my father,

Leon Espinosa, who was the pupil of the seven

greatest Masters of the early nineteenth century :

Henri, Coulon, Albert, Perrot, Coralli, Taglioni,

and Lucien Petipa, all Professors at the Paris

Opera. These Masters were themselves pupils and

followers of Vestris, Dupre, Noverre, Gardel,

D'Auberval, Gioya and Vigano, who were the

direct followers of Beauchamps and Pecour, the

former being the first appointed Maitre de Ballet

of the Academie Royale.



These names are synonymous with all that is

greatest and best in Dancing ; their methods,

their ideas, directions, instructions—in one word,

their technique—has been handed down from one

to another, until my good fortune made me the

son and pupil of Leon Espinosa, and thus enables

me to offer to you, my readers, the replica of that

tuition, together with the result of twenty years

personal experience as principal dancer, mime,

maitre de ballets and teacher.

I want to call your attention, or rather to remind

you, that important as execution is, yet

execution alone is merely the gymnastics of the

dance ; it means nothing, it conveys nothing

without the perfect use of arms, head and body.

There must be absolute harmony of every part

of the body in each movement, in each pose,

the flash of the eye, the facial expression—in one

word, the soul—must be in the dance, or there

is no dance, but only the well-rythmed antics of

a marionette. Noverre "(Lettres sur la Danse et

les Ballets"published in 1760) required that dancers

should emulate to combine the perfection of

mechanical execution with the talent of consummate

actors, and that their countenances, attitudes,

gestures, and all their movements should depict

the variableness of the sentiments that move the

soul.

Which is preferable ? An imperfect execution

with a wonderful grace of body, charm, meaning,



expression, etc., or an excellent execution of the

legs, correct in every detail, but a total lack of the

other qualities ?

I favour the former, for Dancing is a thing of

joy and should please the onlooker as well as the

executant. Enjoy your Dancing ; let others see

your enjoyment, and they will participate in it.

There is nothing pleasant to watch in a correct

execution without charm or grace.

The poetry of motion is a phrase often used,

but seldom carried out. Too much scrambling

upon the toes at the expense of knees turned in,

bent legs, angular arms, and a general "gaucheness"

of movement is very far indeed from the poetry of

motion.

Children do not attempt to run before they have

learned how to walk ; therefore let the student

be satisfied at first with simple steps, well

performed, simple body and arm movements, well

" place," and leave until later toe work,

pirouettes, entrechats, etc.

Teachers, keep your students to side practice,

centre practice and adage as long as you possibly

can. Make the work " palatable " by changing

the exercises and enchainements at each lesson,

vary the tempos of the music, give elaborate

port-de-Bras exercises and plenty of epaulement.

When this is done then let them forge ahead, and

whatever they do will be well and correctly

executed.
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ADVICE.
To derive the full benefit I intend this book to

convey, read the following notes and descriptions

in the order named :

—

METHODS OF TEACHING.
MODIFICATIONS (French and English).

POSITIONS.
SIDE PRACTICE.
CENTRE PRACTICE.
Then take the book alphabetical!}', and any

explanation you require or help I can offer I shall

be happy to place at your disposal.

ESPINOSA.

The British Normal School of Daxcixg,

77a, Margaret Street, W.

32, Lonsdale Road
Castlenau, S.W.

June, 1913.



A.
ADAGE.

Slow movements following the centre

practice ; invaluable for balance and the

" place " of the body and arms.

Great quantities of port-de-bras are most

beneficial.

It is the adage that gives the beautiful

poise, enabling the dancer to perform with

nobilfty, majesty and grace the attitudes,

arabesques, rotations, etc.

The principal steps of adage are : chasses,

degages, poses, developpes, fouettes, coupe-

fouettes, grand rond-de-jambe, rond-de-jambe

en tournant, attitudes, arabesques, prepara-

tions for pirouettes, and all pirouettes.

ADAGE DE "PAS DE DEUX."
The slow movements and " enlevements

"

performed by danseur and danseuse, in which

the danseur holds, lifts, supports or carries his

danseuse.

In the " Adage de Pointes " the danseuse

thus supported can do with ease : developpes,

fouette-ronds-de-jambe, arabesques on one

toe, etc., pirouettes on the toe caught by the

danseur, at the waist, in the arms, etc.

In the enlevements, the danseur will carry

the danseuse, whilst she performs sissones,

soubresants, etc., lift her to perform entre-
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chats, cabrioles, catch her in mid-air in a

temps-de-range or temps de Poisson.

A pas de deux in its entirety should be

a poem, a pas d'action, and always have a

meaning or a story.

ADAGE DE PONTES (toes).

See adage de Pas-de-deux.

ARABESQUES
Are four in number, but the positions are

identical a terre or en l'air always " de cote\"

An Arabesque may be euverte (1),

eroisee (2), de face (3), or " a deux Bras "
(4),

and all may be upright, fondues, penchees, or

allongees, but whatever the modification of

the step, the oblique lines slightly curved (but

free of angles) must be maintained.

ARMS.
Correct arms should be one of the first

aims of the dancer. Horizontal, oblique or

curved lines, free of angles, are the correct

arms, and the following twelve positions are

the only ones to be used :

—

(1) Bras bas
; (2) demi-bras

; (3) seconde ;

(4) attitude ; (5) double bras or couronne

;

(6, 7, 8, 9) the four arabesques ; (10) opposi-

tion
; (11) eroise

; (12) attitude Grecque.

Any other arm is incorrect in operatic

dancing.
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ASSEMBLES
Are ten in number : four ordinary sur

place, four port6, two en tournant.

The assemble is essentially a preparatory-

step ; it is for the purpose of concentrating

the strength prior to executing the step requir-

ing it.

Ordinary assembles should be " sur

place." They are four in number : (levant,

derriere, dessus and dessous.

If an assemble is porte (and all the four

previous ones may be so) it is no longer a

preparatory step, but a step which requires

a preparatory step preceding it. This is a

contretemps or demi. If the assemble is en

tournant it also requires to be preceded by
a preparatory step. In this case it is a glissade

and a pose. The assemble en tournant is only

done dessus or derriere.

ASSEMBLES SOUTENUS are of two kinds : (1)

De face, or (2) en tournant. The former,

which are part of the side and centre practice,

are done en dedans or en dehors.

An assemble soutenu should be well

fondu, and strictly from fifth position to fifth

position. It is a very beneficial exercise for

opening the hips and should be made great

use of.

The assemble soutenu en tournant is the
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turning step, the most used, and is often

erroneously termed pirouette.

There are two assembles soutenus en

tournant en dedans, one executed by the back

foot and one by the front foot ; and only

one assemble Soutenu en tournant en dehors.

This is done by the front foot.

ATTITUDES are three in number, whether a terre

or en l'air :

—

(1) attitude
; (2) attitude a deux Bras

; (3)

attitude Grecque.

(1) An attitude is not any position as a

literal translation from the French would seem

to imply. It is one of the most noble and

beautiful positions in dancing, demanding

perfect arms (one horizontal and the other

curved), the body upright, with an arched

back, head erect.

(2) The attitude a deux Bras is the same

position with the exception of the arms, which

are en couronne. ( ^
(3) In the attitude Grecque one arm is

curved, the other Croise, the foot of the leg

en l'air almost touching the calf of the support-

ing leg.

(
In all these attitudes when a terre, one toe

rests on the ground, the supporting foot is flat.)
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BALLON is an essential quality that every dancer

should seek to acquire.

There is nothing so appalling in a spring-

ing step as a jerky rise, a stiff landing, a sudden

stop, then a repeat of the movement
The dancer should seek elasticity

—

the

bouncing movement of an india-rubber ball,

which only touches the ground to rebound

once more into the air—this is Ballon.

A dancer in the reign of Louis XIV.
possessed this quality to such a great extent

that his name Ballon has ever since been

used as a description of this movement.
" Every springing step requires Ballon."

BALLOT £ (Simple)

May be done devant, derriere and de

cote.

In the Ballon e the extending movement
of the leg should be emphasized, and the

drawing in movement should be merely sug-

gested.

A Ballone must be well plie.

BALLONE COMPOSE
{See Compound Steps).

BALLOTTES
(
Exercise) .

Are three in number : devant, derriere and
Passe.
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These are most beneficial exercises, em-

bracing the developpe, fondu and releve on

the demie-pointe.

In the case of the ballotte passe the foot

en Tair should pass quite close to the support-

ing leg. In all three the hip must be main-

tained very open throughout.

BALLOTTE.
A step which requires more balance,

Ballon and instep work than any other step to

obtain the necessary elasticity and rise.

With each extension of the leg en 1'air

there must be a fondu on the supporting leg.

Ballottes were Taglioni's chef d'oeuvre.

BATTEMENT ON THE COL-DE-PIED

(The literal translation of Col-de-Pied is

" the neck of the foot "
; that is to say, the thin

part of the leg immediately above the ankle, and

in this case it is upon this part of the supporting

leg that these Battements are executed, but as a

rule the word " Col-de-Pied " refers to the

instep).

There are two kinds of Battements on

the Col-de-pied—single and double, and both

may also be done on the demie-pointe.

These are the exercises leading to a good

Batterie : good double Battements on the

col-de-pied mean good entrechats
;

good
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single battements on the eol-de-pied mean
good cabrioles and bris£s.

All the work must be done by the foot

and lower part of the leg ; the thigh should

be motionless.

BATTEMENTS (Grands).

One of the first exercises in side and centre

practice.

Care must be taken to keep both legs

perfectly stiff. The throwing up movement
should come from the foot, and the closing

must be in the first or fifth positions.

The leg, when at its highest point, should

be horizontal and no higher than the height

of the hip.

The best method of practice in Grands

Battements is " en croix."

BATTZMEWTS TEMDUS (a terre).

(Point Battements).

The essential exercise to obtain an arched

instep.

These exercises, which are in the fourth

and second positions, are also best practiced
" en croix." When in the second position

the sole of the foot doing the Battement
tendu should be visible to anyone facing the

dancer.

BATTER IE (Petite).

Comprises all the small beaten steps
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which require instep work with rapidity and

brilliancy of execution, without elevation or

power, viz., all brises, simple royales, small

cabrioles, entrechats, 3, 4 and 5, little jet6s

battus, little temps leves battus and passes,

entrechat 5 ramasse" and changements battus.

BATTERIE {Grande).

Comprises all the beaten steps requiring

elevation and power, viz., Cabrioles, Fouettes-

Battus, Sissones battues, Grands jetes en tour-

nant Battus, Double royales, Entrechats 6, 7, 8

and over, Entrechats ouverts, Entrechats de

volee and Entrechats en tournant.

BRiSES (20 in number).

Are small beaten steps, commencing on

one or two feet, and ending on one or two feet.

They are dessus, dessous, en avant, en arriere.

The Brises are : two Brises dessus, from

two feet to two feet ; two Brises dessus from

one foot to two feet ; two Brises dessus from

two feet to one foot ; two Brises dessus from

one foot to one foot.

There are eight Brises dessous with the

same variations.

There is one Brise en avant from two feet

to two feet, one Brise en avant from one foot

to two feet and a similar two Brises en arriere.

BR5SE YaLESYSAQUE.

This is an enchainement of petite batterie
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which has taken its name from a dancer named
Telemaque, who performed it in a remarkable

manner.

It was originally on a three-four time,

but another variation exists on a four-four

time. The three-four Brise Telemaque con-

sists of : Brise dessus on two feet, changement

battu, Entrechat 3. Brise en arriere, change-

ment Battu, Entrechat 3. The four-four

variation is : Bris6 dessus on two feet, two

changements battus entrechat 5. Brise en

arriere, two changements battus, entrechat 5.

The figure of the enchainement should be

BRSSES EN TOURNANT (Les Petits Brises).

A
A favourite enchainement with both

danseurs and danseuses, most effective on a

four-four time.

Usually performed in an oblique direction

or in a circle. It consists of : Brise dessus

on one foot with quarter turn ;
jete battu

derriere with quarter turn ; temps leve battu

and passe devant with quarter turn ;
jete

Battu devant with quarter turn.
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CABRIOLES are seven in number.

They are of two kinds : off two feet and

off one foot. In all cabrioles straight legs,

an arched back and a good elevation are

essential. The cabrioles off two feet are

(1) derriere only. Those off one foot are

(2) derriere ; (3) devant ; (4) de cote
; (5)

dessus en tournant ; (6) dessous en tournant

and the (7) cabriole fouette\ All cabrioles

devant de cote and cabriole fouette are

usually preceded by a demi-contretemps or a

Glissade.

The cabrioles dessus and dessous en

tournant are always preceded by a Pose or a

Glissade and Pose.

CENTRE PRACTECE
This is identically the same as the side

practice, but without the use of the " Barre
"

or Pole.

The exercises are usually performed with

alternate feet, and are essential to obtain a

good balance. To prepare for centre practice

the student should place himself in the fifth

position with the right foot in front. In

taking up this position the front foot should be

placed first, closing the back foot up to it,

sharply and closely. The arms are then

placed in " seconde " and the exercises are
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commenced. An addition to the centre prac-

tice is the jete Battements.

CHANGEMENTS OE F1EDS.

In the changements the power of the

spring must be taken from the legs and feet

only. The knees must be slightly opened,

the feet well pointed and close together,

the heels must reach the ground with every

changement, and the use of epaulement is

desirable.

Bras bas, always.

CHASSIS
These are part of the adage. They are

indispensable and their execution will mark
a dancer at once as good or bad. In this

simple movement toes, knees, hips, back,

arms, head and epaulement play equal parts.

All chasses commence in a first or fifth

position, and end in a second or fourth posi-

tion.

They are seven in number : (1) fourth

ouverte en avant
; (2) fourth croisee en avant ;

(3) seconde ; .(4) fourth ouverte en arriere
;

(5) fourth croisee en arriere
; (6) Passe en

avant
; (7) passe en arriere.

Every chasse requires a Plie.

COMPOUND STEPS
These are steps bearing a special name,

and consisting of an amalgamation of other
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steps. The following are the compound steps

and their formation : Bailone Compose (Bal-

lone simple, chasse ferme) ; Contretemps

(coupe dessous, chasse, temps leve chasse

passe) ; Demi-contretemps (temps leve, chasse

passe) ; Coupe bris6 (coupe dessous, brise

dessous, ended on one foot) ; coupe chasse en

tournant (coupe dessous with full turn and

chasse ouvert) ; coupe fouette en tournant

(coupe dessous with half-turn, pose fourth

ouverte, fouette saute) ; coupe-jetes en tour-

nant or tours de reins (coupe dessous with

three-quarters of a turn and jete en avant) ;

Fouette rond-de-jambe en tournant (developpe

in fourth ouverte with plie on supporting leg,

first half of fouette battement with rise on

demie-pointe and first half of rond-de-jambe,

the impetus of arm and leg going from fourth

to second gives the pirouetting movement)

Fouette saute en tournant (developpe in

seconde, fouette movement to fourth devant

with extended leg and temps leve, fouette

saute) ;
gargouillade en dehors (a Pas-de-

Basque saute with a rond-de-jambe en dehors

in the first beat) ; Gargouillade en dedans

(a pas de chat with a rond-de-jambe en

dedans in the first beat); Grand fouette (adage)

(demi-fouette passed to arabasque, ballotte

passe devant, coupe dessus into arabesque,

ballotte passe devant with epaulement, close
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fifth); Grand rond-de-jambe, (adage) (developpe

in the fourth devant, carry the leg through

the seconde to the fourth derriere, ferme to

the col-de-pied derriere, passe to the col-de-

pied devant, and developpe in Seconde)

;

Sissone doublee (Sissone ouverte, conpe, as-

semble) ; Sissone doublee battue (the same as

the preceding one, but the first and last

steps are beaten in cabrioles, high brises or

entrechats).

CONTRETEMPS & DEMI CONTRETEMPS
See Compound Steps.

COUPES.
There are only two Coupes : dessus

and dessous.

A coupe cannot be done alone, as the

position of the foot which is being " cut away "

depends totally upon the step which follows

the coupe.

COUPE BRISE.

See Compound Steps.

COUPE CHASSE EN TOURNANT.
See Compound Steps.

COUPE FOUETTES
Are four in number, viz. (1) Conpe fouette

releve on toe or demi-pointe ; (2) Coupe

fouette saut6 ; (3) Coupe Fouett6 raceourci

;
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(4) Coupe foaette en tournant (see Compound
Steps).

In each case the Coupe must be well

fondu. The first two named end in arabesque

and must be very broad in movement ; the

Raccourci must be small and well "whipped,"

close to the calf of the supporting leg. The

latter can be done de face, with denii-bras

and bras croise, or with epaulement and

Bras bas.

Coupe Jotes en tournant or touf*s-de-reins

See Compound Steps.

13

DEBOSTES.
Good deboites should pass from fifth to

fifth in the closest manner possible on toe

or demi-pointe.

DEBOULLES
Are the small turns which usually ter-

minate a danseuse's solo. There must be a

level transfer of weight from foot to foot and

the legs must be stiff. This step requires

great practice to obtain the speed which gives

its great effect.

Deboulles can also be done on the toes.
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DEGAGES
Are three in number : (1) devant ; (2)

seconde ; (3) derriere. They are a dis-

engagement of the foot from a closed to an

open position, but not as often erroneously

stated, a disengagement of weight.

DEMI-CONTRETEMPS.
See Compound Steps.

DEMI-DETOURNE
Should always be done on the toes or

demie-Pointes, leaving the face to the audience

as long as possible. Cannot be done by the

front foot and is only half-turn.

DEMI-FOUETTE (Adage).
0'

v.

A most difficult step, the fondu of the

second beat with epaulement being a total

contrast to the rise on both demie-pointes of the

first beat.

For the leg which executes the demi-

fouette, to arrive at the seconde en l'air, whilst

the supporting leg again rises on the demie-

pointe demands great balance especially as

the arm of the same side as the leg is used.

DEMIE-POINTE.
For exercises this is the best means of

gaining or increasing power in the legs, all

muscles being taught, leaders and tendons

fully extended.
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DETOURNE
Is always done on toes or demie-pointes,

the head being left to the audience as long as

possible. Full turn.

DEVELOPPES
Are three in number : devant, derriere and

de cot 6.

This exercise or step is the one which

eventually brings to the dancer correctly

placed positions of the legs ; it also enables

him or her to hold and sustain the leg at any

angle.

Arabesques, fouetus, Grande Pirouette,

etc. are impossible without the previous

acquirement of good developpes.

ECHAPPES
They are of two kinds : the Echappes

Sautes and Echapp6s de Pointes. In each

case they are in fourth or second positions.

In the Kchappe Saute the feet, when leaving

the floor in the spring, should be drawn

together previous to opening.

In the Echappe de Pointes the relev£

movement should always be preceded by a

small plie, and the feet glide rapidly but

evenly to the open position on the toes,

where both legs must be stiff.
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ELEMENTARY STEPS.
Pas Marches, Glissades, Glissades piqueet

coupes, Pas-de-Bourr6e, Pas-de-Basque, fouett6

raccourci, assembles soutenus en tournant,

Pas-de-cheval, Pas-de-Valse, detournes, retires

jet6s (ordinary), temps lev6s.

ELEVATION
Is a term used to describe the height

attained in springing steps, such as change-

ments, soubresauts, etc. The elevation is

reckoned by the distance between the pointed

toes of the dancer in the air (with both legs

straight) and the ground. A good elevation

is twelve inches, but several dancers have
surpassed this. The elevation of the late Leon
Espinosa was 18 inches from toes to ground,

and Saint Leon's was a shade more.

EMBOITES,
Like the deboites, are done on the toes

or demie-pointes, and in passing from fifth to

fifth one leg must be as close as possible to the

other. Emboites may be done en tournant.

enchaInement
Is an amalgamation of various steps,

arranged together to fit rythmically a phrase

of music, of one or more bars.

ENLEVEMENTS.
See Adage de Pas de deux.
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ENTRECHATS.
The beaten steps " par excellence."

Entrechats 4, 6, 8 or more : these even num-
bers commence on two feet and end on two

feet, the odd numbers 3, 5, 7 or more com-

mence on two feet and end on one foot.

The entrechat de Volee is taken off one

foot. The numeral allotted to an entrechat

is calculated upon the number of movements

performed by each leg. For example, in an

entrechat 4, each leg makes two distinct

movements : 2 plus 2 equals 4. In beating

all entrechats an open space shaped

should always be visible between the knees ;

the toes must be well pointed and the beating

or crossing movements executed by that part

of the leg which lies between the calf and the

ankle.

Even numbered entrechats are done de

face or en tournant. Odd numbered entre-

chats are devant, derriere, en tournant, de

cote, or de Vol6e. The arms in the odd

numbered entrechats may be in attitude,

arabesques, demi-bras or couronne. Entre-

chats de Volee are usually preceded by con-

tretemps or Demi, or by glissade and pose.

ENTRECHAT 5 RAIV1ASS£

Is usually done in series. The sudden

rejoining of the foot makes it a most brilliant

and effective step.
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EPAULEMENT
Is the important use of the shoulders

in placing the body, and its value must not be

underrated. The dancer is rarely seen to

advantage when body and head are quite

facing. Judicious use of epaulement gives

the finishing artistic touch to every movement.

Epaulement is essential in most steps, but

care should be taken not to use too much
epaulement, as this is as bad as not enough.

FAUX ENTRECHAT 5 RAMASSE
Is a step all " Ballon," a rythmic rise and

fall. Its beautiful arabesque en l'air, alter-

nating with a plie (Bras bas) is always as

great a pleasure to the audience who watches it

as it is to the dancer performing it.

FOUETTE BATTEMENTS.
The most useful exercise in all the side

and centre practice, for opening the hips,

especially en dehors, the whipping movement,
with both legs straight, being very beneficial.

Fouette Battements are en dehors and
en dedans.

FOUETTE MOVEMENTS,
The foundation of the fouette raccourci

;

should always be short and sharp.
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The movements are three : ouvert, devant,

derriere.

FOUETTE RONDDE JAMBE EN TOURNANT
See Compound Steps.

FOUETTE SAUTE EN TOURNANT.
See Compound Steps.

G
QARGOUILLADES.

See Compound Steps.

GLISSADES
Are essentially preparatory steps and

their good execution ensures a safe perfor-

mance of the step which follows.

Glissades are six in number : devant,

derriere, dessus, dessous, en avant and en

arriere. Every Glissade takes two counts or

movements.

GLISSADES PIQUEES.
Are also six in number, and in the same

varieties as the preceding ones, but are done in

one movement or count, and must concentrate

the strength of the dancer, in order to prove

their true value.

GRANDS BATTEMENTS.
See Battements.
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GRAND FOUETTE.
See Compound Steps.

GRAND PAS-DE-BASQUE.
See Pas de Basque.

GRANDE PIROUETTE.
See Pirouettes.

GRAND ROND-DE-JAMBE.
See Compound Steps.

JETES
Are divided into two classes : the jetes

off two feet and those off one foot.

The jetes in the first class number only

two—the jet6 ouvert and the jet6 croise

(sometimes called temps de sept), both these

steps allow a great variety in arms, viz., demi-

Bras, attitude, arabesques, and double-Bras.

The second class of jetes, which are off one

foot, include jetes derriere, devant, en arriere,

en avant, porte de cote, jete en tournant and

the Grand jete dessus en tournant. In the

latter Double bras is used with great

advantage

All the jetes in the second class may be

battus (See Batterie).

JETES BATTEIV1ENTS.

An excellent exercise for foot and instep
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work, which is used in centre practice. They
are done en avant and en arriere and are

conducive to a good batterie.

METHODS—FRENCH AND ITALIAN.

The only remarkable difference in the

execution of French and Italian dancers is in

the Pirouette, the French method depicting

the position of the foot, which is en l'air,

as below the calf of the supporting leg, whilst

the Italian method gives the position as above

the calf.

The methods of tuition are identical in

every continental city ; the old routine of

practice still exists, but the method of amal-

gamating the exercises (originated by Lucien

Petipa and Leon Espinosa) could with great

advantage be substituted to the routine

practice.

By this method of amalgamation the

student has to use brains as well as limbs,

and his technical knowledge becomes un-

doubtedly much superior. The routine system

of going every day through the same stereo-

typed exercises exactly in the same order

naturally becomes mechanical and is more a

matter of gymnastic than of art and know-

ledge. The mechanical dancer was the butt
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of Balzac's remark : « C'est un danseur done

e'est une bete."

A good simile of the routine system is the

child at school learning his multiplication

table : he recites mechanically from 2 ones

are 2, up to 2 twelves are 24; they are repeated

all in routine. But ask him unexpectedly

—

what are two sevens ? He cannot reply

without commencing at 2 ones are 2 and follow-

ing mechanically the table up to two

sevens. This is not thorough knowledge ol the

subject.

I have myself lately witnessed some of the

excellent Russian dancers' inability to execute

an enchainement of simple steps, because it

was not set in the usual routine.

The sequence of general studies ever

remains, and must remain, the same, viz.,

positions, side practice, centre practice, adage

with all ports-de-bras, pirouettes, etc., elemen-

tary steps, advanced steps, steps of elevation,

batterie and toe work.

MODIFICATIONS.
Everything in dancing bears a French

name—the movements, positions, steps, and

their modification.

It is to France that we owe the Art of

Dancing in its operatic form, and we cannot

do better than retain the technical terms and

names handed down to us by those great
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Masters — Beauchamps, Pecour, Vestris,

Noverre, and their illustrious followers.

Steps and movements are subject to the

following modifications : allonge (extended)
;

a terre (on the ground) ; bas (down, this

refers to arms) ; battu (beaten j ; co!16

(both legs kept tightly together in mid-

air) ; croise (crossed or across) ; courru

(running) ; devant (in front) ; derriere (be-

hind) ; dessus (over) ; dessous (under) ; do

cote (at the side) ; de votee (flying) ; de face

(facing) ; detourne (turning in opposition to

the natural movement): double (doubled) ;

en eroix (exercises executed devant, seconde,

and derriere, and vice-versa) ; en avant

(forward) ; en arriere (backward) ; en pre-

miere (in or through the first position) ; en

dehors (outward) ; en dedans (inward) ; en

Fair (off of the ground) ; en tournant (with

turn) ; Fondu (sinking on supporting leg) ;

ferm6 (closed) ; ouvert (open) ; Pass6 (passing

or passed) ; Plane (soaring) ; Penche (lean-

ing ; Ports (carried) ; Raccourci (short) ;

ramasse (to join sharply) ; relevG (to rise on

demie-Pointe or toe) ; Renverse (upsetting the

normal balance, yet retaining the equilibrium;

this applies only to two steps—a Pirouette

and a Pas-de-Bourree) ; Soutenu (sustained) ;

tendu (the toe pointed with extended leg) ;

temps de Pointes (toe work).
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ORTENSIAS.
One of the most difficult steps, and

suitable only to a dancer with good elevation.

The only possible description of an ortensia

is an unbeaten entrechat 6 or 7, with leg9

drawn up.

Ortensias may be de face, devant and

derriere.

PAS-DE-BASQUE
Are three in number : (1) Gliss6, and (2)

Saut6 are the two in common use ; although

these are only elementary steps, they require

care in their execution, especially in bringing

the weight of the body on to the foot, which,

passing en Premiere, reaches the fourth position

devant.

In the (3) Grand Pas de Basque, the

special arm which accompanies the step must

be judiciously used. The fact of it rising from

the side and not from the front is liable to

develop a jerky movement. This must be

avoided.

The Grand Pas de Basque en tournant is

a very effective step, exceptionally so as a

« finale."
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PAS-DE-BOURREE

Is the most varied step in dancing.

There are twenty-three different Pas de

Bourree, and these are divided into three

classes : (1) ordinary ; (2) ouvert or eourru ;

(3) special.

In the first category come the following

14 Pas-de-Bourree : 2 Pas de Bourree devant

(one commenced with the front foot, one

commenced with the back foot) ; 2 Pas de

Bourree derriere (with same variations)

;

2 Pas de Bourree dessus (with same variations);

2 Pas deBourse dessous (with samevariations)

;

2 Pas de Bourree dessus en tournant (with same

variations) ; 2 Pas de Bourree dessous en

tournant (with same variations) ; 1 Pas de

Bounce en avant ; 1 Pas de Bourree en arriere.

The second category : Pas de Bounce

eourrus or ouverts. Comprise 2 Pas de

Bourree ouverts en avant (one ended on two

feet, one ended with degage) 2 Pas de

Bourree ouverts en arriere (with similar end-

ings) ; 2 Pas-de-Bourree ouverts de cote*

(similar endings) ; 1 Pas de Bourree eourru en

premiere

The special Pas-de-Bourree are : Pas-de-

Bourree Renverse (with turn and special arm)

;

1 Pas de Bourree a 4 pas (all others having

only 3 movements). The majority of these

Pas-de-Bourree may be done on the toes.
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All Pas-de-Bourree in the first category

commence with a coupe.

PAS DE CHAT
Is only done with the back foot and

ended in the fifth position. It should be well -

lifted and both feet should alight almost

simultaneously.

PAS DE CBEWAL
A very pretty and graceful step, especially

suitable to the dancer possessing an arched

instep and well placed arms. s/

A good pas de cheval is impossible without

previous exercise in developpes.

PAS DE VALSE
Only differs from the " correct ballroom

pas de valse " in the fact that the body is

lightly penche with each step, and various

arms may be used in harmony with the step.

PAS MiARGHE.
The first of the elementary steps ; also

the first test of balance : the transfer of the

weight whilst the supporting leg is fondu,

and the use of arms, head and body in perfect

harmony, together with the exact distance

of the step, are the salient points of the Pas

Marche.

PIQUES (temps de Poinies)

Are very difficult steps. They are only

T
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done en avant and must be a deliberate shoot-

ing forward of the whole body, from two feet

on to one toe, the front foot scarcely leaving

the floor.

PIROUETTES

Are the steps most often attempted, but

most rarely well executed.

Every Pirouette is entirely dependent on

the preparation which precedes it ; the balance

must be first mastered in the preparation, the

arms play, of course, a very important part,

giving most of the impetus, the remainder of

it coming from the releve movement which

follows the plie.

All pirouettes en dehors are prepared in

the second position, the small fourth position,

by assemble soutenu en dedans en tournant,

or by pas de Bourree dessus en tournant. All

pirouettes en dedans are prepared in a large

fourth position, or by pose.

The Grande Pirouette en dedans is pre-

pared in the second position

The Pirouettes en dehors are : Pirouette

on the col-de-pied, which may be ended a terre,

in attitude, arabesques, or developpe, Pirou-

ette attitude, Pirouette Arabesque, Grande

Pirouette (in the seconde and Col-de-Pied),

Pirouette Grecque, Pirouette a ronds-de-jambe,

and Pirouette a fouettSs.
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The Pirouettes en dedans are : Pirouette

on the col-de-pied, Pirouette attitude, Pirouette

Arabesque, Grande (Pirouette a la Seconde

and on the col-de-pied) and Pirouette

reuversee. There are also Pirouettes com-

posees, which are an amalgamation of en

dehors, en dedans, or both. An example of

the Pirouette composee en dehors is : Pirouette

on Col-de-Pied, releve into Pirouette in the

seconde, passed into arabesque, rotation and

ended on the Col-de-Pied or by a series of

Jouette ronds-de-jambe en tournant.

A good Pirouette composee en dedans is :

Pirouette in attitude, terminated by a Pirouette

on the Col-de-Pied.

A magnificent combination of both is

:

Pirouette attitude and on the Col-de-Pied en

dedans, Pas-de-Bourree dessus en tournant,

Pirouette en dehors in the seconde and on the

Col-de-Pied.

PLIES.
The basis of all dancing is to bend and

rise. In the plies all leaders, tendons and

muscles are relaxed and tightened in turn.

The greater the number of good plies the more

Ballon, strength and elasticity is acquired ; but

beware of bad plies, they can wreck the best

natural ability. More defects are acquired

by a bad plie than by any other faulty

exercise. / Ji
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In a plie, the feet being well turned out,

the knees must be exactly over the toes

(this is only possible if the hips are open).

The weight of the body must be evenly

distributed on both feet and " more on the

outside of the feet than on the inside." Plies

are done in the five positions.

PLACE
Is the term used to describe the perfect

or at least the correct placing of the dancer's

body, arms, head and legs in any of the dancing

positions, either a terre or en l'air.

To be " place " in a difficult step is the

greatest accomplishment.

PLAN£.
This term applies to such steps as temps

de l'ange, temps de Poisson or CoI14. In all

these steps the dancer should seek to remain

stationary in the air for a second. This is

attained by tightening all the muscles of the

body, when the full elevation of the step is

reached. Vestris, Junr., performed this in

a remarkable manner, which led his father

(le Diou de la Danse) to remark :
" If he

condescends to come down at all, it is merely

not to humiliate his comrades." But the

finest exponent of the temps plane was

Michel de St. Leon, who performed the follow-

ing step :
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Rising with a soubresaut, he turned in

mid-air into a temps de Poisson plans and

ports to a distance of three feet or more before

descending.

POINTES.
See temps de Pointes.

PORTS-DE-BRAS.
The study of these exercises in all their

variety is the foundation of perfect harmony

of movement.

A student should expend more time and

care in the Ports-de-Bras than in any other

exercise.

A dancer cannot be place without Ports-

de-Bras. There is no true grace of movement,

no carriage, no deportment without these

exercises.

POSE (on toe or demie-Point?).

Though a Pose should be done on a stiff

leg when the transfer of weight takes place,

a developpe movement, however small, should

always precede it.
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POSITIONS.
The five positions (for there are only five

positions) are the beginning of the alphabet

in dancing.

All positions are on both feet flat, not as

sometimes erroneously indicated, with one foot

pointed in the open positions.

The only position which is in any way
varied is the fourth position. This may be

ouverte or croisee ; that is to say, immediately

opposite the first or the fifth positions. The

body must be firmly balanced on both feet

flat on the ground, and the weight equally

divided to keep always the centre of gravity.

The fact of pointing one of the feet in

an open position constitutes a degage.

If a second or a fourth position were on

one foot flat and the other pointed, such steps

as echappe or royale would be impossible.

PREPARATIONS for Centre Practice.

See Centre Practice.

PREPARATIONS for Pirouettes.

See Pirouettes.

PREPARATIONS for Side Practice.

See Side Practice.
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RELEVES,
Steps which must not be confounded with

the releve movement (see modifications).

The step is a developpe, whilst rising on

the toe or demie-Pointe of the supporting leg.

If done devant it is usually completed by

arms in opposition ; if de cote, arms should be

in seconde, if derriere, arms in attitude,

couronne, or one of the arabesques.

RETIRES.
Retire, the springing step, is practically

a soubresaut with legs drawn right up. (The

position in mid-air should be the same as a

full plie in the fifth a terre).

The retire a terre is (as the name implies)

a retiring or receding step. It is a drawing up

movement of one leg to pass behind the

supporting leg, whilst this leg executes a

temps-leve.

RIBOULDADE
(for male dancers only).

A very difficult step, requiring great

elevation and tremendous strength of back.

It was originated by a Hungarian dancer,

named Eckner (about 1845) and has only been

executed by about six dancers since invented.

It consists of : temps Iev6, pose with hall

turn, coupe to fourth devant with half turn,
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and a jete over the leg, which is devant with

full turn.

RO^DS-DE-JAMBE

Are divided as follows : Exercises (a terre

and en l'air) ; adage (de face and en tournant) ;

saute" and en l'air (ouvert and ferme off two

feet).

In the exercises the salient points of the

Rond-de-jambe a terre is to keep both legs

perfectly straight whilst performing it, and use

in its execution only the arching and relaxing

of the instep. They are en dehors and en

dedans. In the rond-de-jambe en l'air the

thigh must be motionless and the hip very open

the whole movement being made by the leg

below the knee. They are done in side and

centre practice, single, double, en dehors,

and en dedans.

In the rond-de-jambe d'adage, epaulement

and arms are used, the ronds-de-jambe may
be triple or quadruple, the last one always

ending in the seconde. They are done also

en tournant, pivoting slowly on the supporting

leg

In the rond-de-jambe saute there always

is a temps leve, as the rond-de-jambe is

terminating by its extension to the seconde.

(This is the rond-de-jambe in common use).

The rond-de-jambe en l'air (taken off
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two feet) is unfortunately seldom to be seen,

for it is a magnificent step. It is usually-

preceded by an assemble, and when in mid-air

a double rond-de-jambe is executed, one leg

arriving at the extended seconde simul-

taneously with the alighting of the supporting

leg. (This is the rond-de-jambe ouvert).

The rond-de-jambe ferm£ is more difficult

s4P- it is mostly done en dedans, and not

preceded by an assemble. The dancer, from

a plie in the fifth position springs into the

air, and executes a rond-de-jambe en l'air en

dedans and closes in the fifth position to

alight, then rebounds into the air to repeat the

step with the other foot. A series of sixteen

ronds-de-jambe fermes is indeed a beautiful

enchainement. The feet must, of course, reach

the ground together in order to rebound

without any pause whatever. In all ronds-

de-jambe en l'air, the still leg must be

motionless.

ROTATIONS
Are always releve on the toe or demie-

pointe. These are very graceful, but ex-

tremely difficult steps to accomplish without

bending the knee of the leg en l'air. The

word refers not to the rotating of the body,

but to the rota ling of the leg in the hip socket.

All rotations end in the seconde or fourth

position devant en l'air.
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ROYALES

Are simple or double.

The simple royales are part of the Petite

Batterie. Their execution should be brilliant

and rapid (not with elevation). In the royale

ouverte the movement of the feet in leaving

the fifth position should be the same

as in the Echappe Saute and in the

Royale fermee, the same in leaving th* second

position.

The double Royale is in the Grande Bat-

terie, and is in the nature of an Entrechat six

finished or commenced in the second position.

SIDE PRACTICE
Is the equivalent in dancing to the scales

in music. It is the side practice which makes
the step possible. No side practice—no execu-

tion.

In the continental schools months and

months are devoted to side practice only,

and when principal dancers have reached the

height of their ability, success and fame, they

still go through the side practice of their early

student days. It is the necessary training

for the student to learn his art (or the execu-

tion portion of it) and for the competent dancer

in order to retain the ability acquired.

Side practice may be tedious, but is not

all elementary study tedious ? Yet how
necessary !
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Can an instrumentalist become competent

without constant fingering exercises ? No !

Can anyone read without learning the

alphabet ? Of course not ! Neither can a

dancer accomplish any step (as it should be

executed) without having been through the

full course of side practice. For example

:

How is a chasse possible without previous

plies? How is a developp6 possible without

Grand Battements, or a releve without demie-

pointe practice ? The side practice is the

foundation upon which execution is built.

There is no other way ; side practice must
be done. The preparation for side practice

(which is always commenced by the right foot)

is to step into the fifth position with the right

foot, closing the left foot sharply behind it,

the left hand resting on the barre or pole

(resting, not " gripping ") ; the right arm
placed in seconde. After an exercise has been

done a number of times with the right foot,

make a similar preparation for the left (the

right hand resting upon the barre.)

The following order should be followed

at first :
Pliers in all positions (and in great

numbers), Grand Battements, fouette Batte-

ments, Battements tendus (a terre), ronds-de-

jambe (a terre), Assembles Soutenus, Batte-

ments on the col-de-pied, ronds-de-jambe (en

l'air), developpSs, Ballott6s, fouettSs rond-de-
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jambe (en tournant). As the student pro-

gresses some of these exercises should be done

on the demie-pointe, and later, on the toe

(ladies only). As soon as the pupil knows the

various exercises in this order, he should at

once amalgamate them. This will be sowing

the seed of genuine knowledge, and not a mere

mechanical copy of the teacher. Arms, head,

and body should be added to the leg exercises

at the earliest opportunity.

SISSOFV2ES

Are of two kinds : ordinary and ouvertes.

The ordinary sissones are : devant, derriere

or passees. All of these may be done en

tournant or detourn6es. In a well executed

Sissone the leg en l'air reaches its highest

point at the same moment as the opposite

leg alights.

In the sissone ouverte the leg en l'air is

detached to the seconde (slowly and with a

developpe movement). The sissone ouverte

may be battue.

SISSONES DOUBLEES {Simple and Battues)

See Compound Steps.

SOUBRESAUT.
A step of elevation, which is always done

with bras bas. The power of the spring should

be taken from the legs and feet. No effort

should be visible in the shoulders. If epaule-
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ment is used it should be retained always to the

same side and angle. Soubresauts are usually

done in series.

T
TEMPS-DE-COU-DE-PIED (Toes)

This is done by following a small plie

with a sudden extension of the legs, arching of

insteps whilst rising on the toes into the fifth

position.

The salient point is to draw the two feet

evenly together, so that when on the toes one

foot entirely masks the other, the position

being thus in the perpendicular identically the

same as it is horizontally when both the i'eet

are flat upon the ground in the fifth position.

Various arms may be used with the

temps-de-Cou-de-pied, the best being bras

bas and couronne.

TEIV3PS-DE-CU ESSE

Are three in number, viz. : en avant,

en arriere and passes.

The step is rather intricate, owing to the

detaching and replacing of one foot previous

to the plie. This distinguishes it from the

faux entrechat 5 ramasse.

The arms used with the temps-de-cuisse

are demi-bras, opposition or arabesque de face.
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TEMPS-D'ELEVATION.

These include changenients, soubresauts,

assembles port6s,echappes, jet6s(ouverts,croisea

and en tournant), sissones, sissones-doublees,

Ballots. Pas de chat, Gargouillades, Temps de

Heche, Temps de cuisse, Fouettes sautes (with

or without coupe), Grands Pas-de-Basque,

Cabrioles, Entrechats (6 onwards and all de

\olee), Retires.

TEMPS DE FLECHE

Is quite an easy step, but requires great

care to avoid a kicking movement. It must

be like a developpe with each leg, but the

second developpe must pass with the swiftness

of an " arrow " in an upward flight, before

the leg alights which has performed the first

movement.

TEMPS DE L'ANQE (or Plane)

Is the aim of the " grand danseur noble."

It was the great step of Vestris, Perrot, Saint

Leon. It is magnificent if well executed—

-

the back well arched, the arms " en couronne,"

the knees slightly open ; in fact, the dancer

who performs a temps de l'ange must be place.

The temps should be plane and the dancer

must alight almost on the same spot whence

he started.
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TEMPS DE POISSON (or Colli)

Very similar to the temps de 1'ange, but

both legs must be well extended and held

closely together, the whole body forming a
perfect arabesque.

TEMPS DE SEPT
Foundation of the Entrechat 7 demure.

See jete croise.

TEMPS LEVES
May be done in any position when the

dancer is standing on one foot. A careful

study of the temps leves will enable the

executant to perform with ease many difficult

steps, particularly cabrioles.

The spring in the temps leve must come
from the extension of the leg after the plie

and the pointing of the toe. The instep should

arch in full with every temps leve.

The more study and practice given to this

step the more Ballon and elevation will be

acquired.

TOURS DE REINS.

See coupe-jetes en tournant.

TOURS EN LAIR
(Male dancers only).

The tour en l'air, be it single or double,

involves a changement de pieds. It must be

commenced and ended in a fifth position.
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